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The Context
•
•
•
•
•
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Coast FM, Warrnambool Standard, Parents
Science- Forces
Improving task collaboration skills

Background:
We saw this as an opportunity to develop some
collaborative problem solving skills in our students
while still covering the content of the Science course. It
was also an opportunity for us to try something
different and to give students more ownership of their
learning.

Competition Day Video
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The Task
Year 7 Rube Goldberg Challenge – Design Brief

What was done:
• The students were presented with a design
brief that required them to work
collaboratively to research and construct a
Rube Goldberg Machine.
Length:
• 5 Weeks during timetabled Science classes of 3
X 47 min periods per week.

You work as a part of a design team for World-renowned watchmakers Rolex. Their company
is based in Switzerland but you are a part of their Australian team and have been selected for
a very important challenge.
Rolex are very well known for their perfection and the amazingly accurate timepieces they
create. They are also a very generous company and sponsor many different events around
the world. One of the most famous is the Rolex Sydney to Hobart yacht race held on Boxing
Day each year.
At the start of the race there are two guns fired, five minutes apart. The first gun is the ‘five
minute’ warning gun, which tells competitors that the start gun will fire in exactly five
minutes time. It is imperative that the start gun goes off exactly five minutes after the
warning gun or some of the boats may either be not close enough to the line to get a good
start or may actually cross the line too early and be penalised.
Rolex are after a team of people to design a device that measures exactly five minutes, so
they know that the second gun is fired exactly five minutes after the first.
To determine which team will be chosen as the winners of the design, all teams must build a
prototype device that measures exactly 20 seconds. The winning team will be invited to work
on the ‘five minute’ device based on their prototype design.
The criteria for the design are:
1 – It must accurately measure 20 seconds on three consecutive occasions.
2 – It must show creativity and ingenuity and combine at least 4 different stages.
3 – It must be confined to a space no bigger than one classroom desk and one meter of floor
space around it.

The task continued …

Content goals (AusVELS):
• Identify questions and problems that can be investigated scientifically and make predictions based on scientific
knowledge.
• Science knowledge can develop through collaboration and connecting ideas across the disciplines of science.
• Change to an object’s motion is caused by unbalanced forces acting on the object.
• Collaboratively and individually plan and conduct a range of investigation types, including fieldwork and
experiments, ensuring safety and ethical guidelines are followed.
• Communicate ideas, findings and solutions to problems using scientific language and representations using
digital technologies as appropriate.
• Reflect on the method used to investigate a question or solve a problem, including evaluating the quality of
the data collected, and identify improvements to the method.

The task continued …

The task continued …

Pedagogical practices –
•
•

Collaboration
Real World Scenarios

DEPTH – Students did a lot of work understanding
what collaboration is and the specific skills required
to be a good collaborator. They then put this into
action using a real world scenario with a task that
challenged them to learn about the Science involved.

Leveraging digital –
•
•
•
•

Internet - For research
You Tube – For research
Padlet – For formative assessment
Google Docs – For sharing ideas and collaboration

Learning partnerships –
This activity involved all the Year 7 Science classes and their teachers.
Our Technology KLA assisted with some scrap materials, especially
wood. We also had the support of the local radio station (Coast FM)
as one of their presenters is involved in the College’s Standing Tall
program. He advertised our Challenge Day for us and interviewed out
students on the radio about the what they had been doing in
preparation. On the Challenge Day our local newspaper (The
Standard) came and did an article for us and we were also supported
by our parents through out the preparation by supplying materials. A
number of parents also attended to watch on the day.

Learning environments –
•
•

Really noisy (very productive) classrooms
School Gym for Challenge Day

The task score

The Assessment Rubric was
developed in conjunction with the
students. They helped form the
criteria based on the Design Brief
and contributed to attributes they
felt needed to be shown for each of
the different grading scales.
Each class discussed this in different
ways and provided feedback to the
teachers before the rubric was
finalised.
Students Self assessed the first three
criteria as teams and the final
component was teacher assessed.

Assessment approaches used
Assessment to inform practitioners
in planning and delivering
progressive learning opportunities.

•

Students completed a Self Assessment
Sheet to evaluate their Social and
Cognitive Collaboration skills.

(Designed around the theories involved with the
Melbourne University CPS tasks to help identify the
zone of proximal development for each student in
relation to their Social and Cognitive skill levels in
relation to Collaboration.)

Assessment approaches used
Assessment to inform practitioners
in planning and delivering
progressive learning opportunities.

•
•

Students shared what they already
knew about Collaboration and how it
differs from Group Work.
This was done using Padlet.

Assessment approaches used
Assessment that enables learners to see
and appreciate the progress that they
have made and promote further learning
and development .

•
•
•

Video footage of progress.
Progressive checks against the assessment rubric.
Peer contributions to their designs, by observations.

